
Elthorne Pride 
Our Legacy Statement



Our area will be an inclusive, safe, happy place. A cohesive community where the diversity of the

communities in the area is celebrated. Where the residents are actively engaged in shaping and

developing sustainable projects that create access to opportunities and resources to fulfil their

ambitions; `unlock their passions’; and strengthens the bonds within and between our

communities.

Our Vision by 2026



Our legacy will encompass all the tangible and intangible benefits initiated and promoted by our Big

Local programme. We will make a lasting contribution to our area by leveraging the skills and the long-

term opportunities for local residents that we have developed over the life of our Big Local. 

We will ensure the sustainability of our Big Local by working with local residents, businesses, and

statutory organisations to create a neighbourhood that: embodies the energy and life of the area;

connects its communities; creates opportunities for local people; and promotes active local involvement

that creates the conditions and opportunities to improve and enhance the individual and collective well-

being of the local residents.

 We are committed to addressing the needs of young people by developing and supporting Ambitious

Academy, a local youth project; and older people through a dedicated project for older people `Young at

Heart.’ 

We will achieve this by supporting a strong, informed and inclusive community voice; building local

capacity, capabilities, competences, and confidence; and developing the leadership skills of our local

community especially our younger residents.

We will harness the shared voice, and collective intelligence of local people and stakeholders through

the formation of a new community organisation, with charitable status. 

The Elthorne Pride charity will be both a digital and physical platform designed to connect local

residents to create opportunities for collaboration, cooperation, and co-creation on issues of local

concern and benefit. The Elthorne Pride charity will be the `central node’ or `hub’ within a network of

people, communities, organisations, programmes and activities aimed at sustaining and building upon the

Elthorne Pride, Big Local legacy.

Our Legacy Statement



Elthorne Pride will continue to enage with its community

through their 'Join the Coversation' sessions to ensure all

members of the community are heard and their vision

realised.

Elthorne Pride will continually seek feeback from their

activities ensuring those who access their programmes, are

included in the decision-making for future programmes.

Elthorne Pride are commited towards supporting its

residents so that they have a sustainable organisation to

carry through the aspirations of its residents. 

1. Action and commitment

2. Action and commitment

3. Action and commitment

Next Steps

Where do you go from here? Elthorne Pride

understands that in order to be sustainable they

will need to reflect on their past activities and, have

in place, a set of clear of objectives, based on the

revised needs of its community following the

COVID - 19 pandemic.

This Elthorne Pride Legacy forms part of a

commitment to a community planning process,

which is an essential part of their continued

learning and development. This will also be the

way for their Big Local to track its impact and

improvements over time. 
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